
Office hours today: 
• after class (Remo)
• 3:30-4:30pm (Zoom) – midterm 2 recap

Learning goals for today: 

• For simple harmonic motion, to relate the parameters appearing in the 
sinusoidal function describing an oscillation to the physical properties of the 
oscillation, including the period, frequency, amplitude, and phase

• To deduce the parameters describing simple harmonic motion from a graph of 
the motion. 

• To describe how the amplitude and phase of a sinusoidal oscillation can be 
determined from the initial conditions at the start of the oscillation















Demo with duck:
https://youtu.be/_BOQtQFXDJk



For the function x(t) = 5 cos(3t + 5), what is the period?

A)3
B)1/3
C)6π
D)2π/3
E)5
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The graph shows a displacement  x(t) = Acos(ωt). Adding a small positive phase 
x(t) = Acos(ωt +  φ) will 

A) Shift the graph to the right B) Shift the graph to the left
C) Squish the graph so the peaks are closer together
D) Stretch the graph so the peaks are further apart
E) Both A and C
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For the displacement graph shown, what is the phase φ?

A) 0 B) π/2 C) π D) - π/2 
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